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Rizzoli International Publications, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English
. Brand New Book. At once a style guide, an inspirational tome, and a how-to volume on creating
one s home, this book will serve as a go-to reference for all those seeking to spur their own
creativity as they embark on the creation of home. The House that Pinterest Built defines what
home and house mean to the celebrated movie star, who is known for her love affair with houses
and design. Filled with ideas that reveal a personal yet engaging aesthetic, this volume includes
compelling photos from Keaton s past homes and those she admires, as well as a multitude of
details from every corner of those spaces and objects that excite and inspire the house designer and
dreamer dramatic staircases and magical light fixtures, film stills and book covers, pottery and art
drawn from the visual treasure trove known as Pinterest and Keaton s private collection, as she
creates and designs her newest house. Rich imagery is accompanied by Keaton s ideas for selecting
furniture, kitchen layout, and bedroom design; she talks about the importance of lighting in the
bathroom and why the living room needs...
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Reviews
This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Simonis PhD
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through once again once again
down the road. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Ja yme B eier
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